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First of all, the officers of SASS trust that you all had a very joyful, warm
holiday, and we wish you a happy and prosperous New Year.. As we have ended a busy year,
we are looking forward to a bigger and better society . Each of you are urged to interest
a philatelic friend to join SASS.

Sorry for the delay in getting this issue out, but what with the busy holiday
mails it was thought best to delay, until the holiday rush subsided . This proved to
work out well, as we have a lot of news to pass onto you.

Dr . Felix Ganz reports that only 15 members have submitted applications to take
part in the Sales Circuit, but he also states that 20 sales books have been put in the
mail, in three (3) packets at $200 each . So, look for these and make returns promptly.
Tau will find details about the Sales Circuit in this issue of the Herald, with a few
changes . Kindly note.

A gentle reminder to all members that the 1973 dues are now payable . Many thanks
to those of you who have already taken care of this matter.

SWITZERLAND ANNOUNCES THEIR 1973 STAMP SCHEDULE

The S riss Postal Administration announced the following schedule of postage
stamps to be released within the coming year as follows:

February 15th: Earth station Satellite communications 15 centime
(Special Centenary of Swiss Association of Set I)
Clerical Workers

	

30c
50th Anniversary of INTERPOL

	

40o
Definitives-"Architecture and Applied

Arts",

	

130,170 and 180o

. April 30th 	 EUROPA-CEPT	 25 and 40o

May 29th

	

"PRO PATRIA" National Day
(Architectural finds of different epochs)

15+5,30+10, 40+20 and 60+20c

August 30th

	

Watch Museum, Chaux de Fonds

	

15c
(Special Alpine Skiing World
Championships Set II)

	

30c
Earth of Mankind

	

40e
Definitives, "LANDSCAPES"

5, 10, 15, 25, 30, 4Q, 50,68, 70 and 80o

November 29th "PRO JUVENTUTE" (Fruits of the Forest)
15+5, 30+10, 40+20 and 60+20c

To summarize, there will be 29 stamps with a face value of 15 fr . In addition,
there will be a new 30o postal card, new 5fr booklet, and new 15c coil stamps, due for
release on January 8th . Four (4) "service" stamps will be issued for the World Meteor-
ological Organization (30, 40, 80e and i franc) on August 30th, as will be a new 80e
stamp for the International Union of Telecommunications.

This announcement is subject to modification, but all new stamps will be
described five to six weeks, prior to date of issue .

from TheSTAMP NEWS BUREAU OF N
.Y.)
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HISTORY OF THE NEW ENGLAND CHAPTER . S .A .S .S.

As promised in my previous article in the H .H ., October edition and as
requested by Herbert DuRussel in the Summer edition, in this issue I will
tell you something about our Chapter . Since I am not the literary genius
of the twentieth century, you have to excuse my telegram-like style of
writing.

The Beginning . Being a collector of Swiss stamps, and my better half
knowing this, she said one day : "Why don't you start some stamp-club in
this field as you had in Indonesia? (She regrets this statement ever
since!!) The idea was planted in my mind and being, since about three
months, a member of the S .A .S .S ., thanks to an introduction from Dr . Felix
Ganz, I thought it a good idea to begin a chapter of the S .A.S .S.

Members . The next thing to do was to find fellow members . I picked all
those people, living in New England from the membership-roster of the
S .A.S .S . and began writing to them . Response came in and the first meeting,
held about 2 years ago started with 3 people, Mrs . Cavigelli, Mr . Messana
and myself . These two people I consider as co-founders, who helped a great
deal to strengthen our chapter . Now was the question where to get more
members . The first attempt was made at a meeting from the Swiss Society of
Boston, whose officers were so gracious to announce our existence and goals.
Result 3 more members . Furthermore, we placed some small invitations in the
bulletin of the same society and also in a bulletin, issued by the firm I
work for . All this brought in some more people and from then on it was by
word of mouth that new members trickled in.

Meetings . The meetings are held in the home of a member, first every two
months, now every 6 weeks in a rotating fashion . We kept the membership
down to approximately 15 and the meetings are usually attended by approxi-
mately 10 members.

Activities . Our meetings do not start with business-meetings or any other
official doings but are a social get-together of people with a common inte-
rest who want to talk about something else than diapers, high prices or
politics . A little trading of stamps is usually done and I have not seen
money change hands for stamps bought or sold yet . This, I consider proof
of the fellowship sphere prevailing at our meetings.

SpecialEvents . One was a combined visit to the Cardinal Spellman Philatelic
Museum on a Sunday afternoon . Another was a small show of some stamps from
our members on the first of August celebration by the Swiss Society of
Boston during their annual picnic, from which more members emerged.

Closing Remarks . Some members are provided with transportation by other
members due to their age . We have senior members (up to 72, I think) and
junior member (down to 13, I think) . In our meetings stamps come in second
place, first place is taken by fellowship, the most important ingredient to
have and keep a chapter.

hope that the above can be used by some of you as a guideline . I am
convinced that some or even many of you have thoughts in the same direction
but did not know how or where to start . The personal satisfaction of taking
the initiative is worth the effort . Furthermore, we all can and must
strengthen our society . A society with members is half the battle, with
active members we can become a society with a capital "S" . Questions will
gladly be answered by any of your officers . If we do not have the answers,
we will do our darndest to get them.

Some do's

Please send-Dr.-Felix Ganz material for the sales circuit . You can only
profit by doing so.

Please patronize our advertisers.

Send your want-adds . You never know out of what corner the piecesyou
are missing will show up.

Please go out of your way a little to find a new member . If all of us find
only one, we soon have 400 members.

Send in your experience, anecdote, article about our common hobby for
placement in the Helvetia Herald.

Give a few stamps to a deserving kid .



AND MARKINGS IN SWITZERLAND AND LIECHTENSTEIN

By Felix Ganz

	

PARTXIX

CUSTOMS OFFICES MARKINGS AND CANCELLATIONS -- continued

According to latest information (1971) there exist 326 Swiss customs of-
fices today . In 1906, according to the Swiss Geographic Dictionary, there,
were 331 such offices (60 first class, 218 secondary, and 53 checkpoints),
with a total of close to 1000 functionaries see employees . If each of these
customs ofiicials whittled his own cancelling device (and replaced It period-
ically), one may understand the almost non-duplicating rlchnessof varieties
which exist in this vast field of customs cancellations . While varietyand
perhaps even imagination were quite great, artistry seldom prevailed ; end
this is en additional reason why, at least until now, very lee collectors
bothered with these often smeared, blobed, or completely defaced stamps.

This observation, of course, does not apply to the officially furnished
circular (dated or undated) cancellers which usually identify, in one of

Switzerland's three official languages, the type of customs office they re-

presented . In German, the term "Zoll" is alwa ys in evidence;

	

French it

was, until 1891, "Péages", and since then "Douane' ' , while i n Italian itis
"Dogana" or "Dazi".

On the hand-made obliterators n o such identification is available, of
course; but many self produced devices attempt, with more or less success,
to stress their "Swiss-ness" by showing, more or less crudely, a Swiss cross
design (Fig.6) . Sometimes the "Swiss" crosses become rather Maltese looking

(Fig.7), and at other times altogether different designs, in the lore of
dots or rings (Fig.8), or letters (Fig.9) were used . The letters may have

been the initials of individual customs officers, such as "Willy", "Oscar",
or "Fritz" ; but no one really knows. The initials could just as well have
meant certain border crossing points ; and much research i s left to be done.

extremely frequent, and used just as often and is.just as many variants
as the dot or checkerboard designs, were lisle designs (Fig .10) . On some of

these one can very distinctly recognize the corks of either wine or
champagne bottles, while others are either very crude line designs (Fig.11) or,



conversely, neatly framed line designs (Fig.12).

Still other customs officers "memorialized " themselves by lozenge-type
designs (Fig.13), broken-line designs, star forms (Fig.14), and the like.
At least one instance is known where e cogwheel from a clock, or whatever,,
served (seemingly well) as one officer's cancelling device . (Fig.15) . And
that is the trouble with all these devices : anyone can, and could, cut his
own . . . end if you wish to sacrifice a few standing Helvetia, mint stamps by
defacing them with your own, hand-made cancellation fancies, you could pro-
duce unique "rarities" for your own album and for unsuspecting suckers.

Some customs offices also utilize a small, single circle date(?) strike,
sometimes found on mail . (Fig.16), in black or in red . The function of this

one is not known to this writer, and opinions
of readers of this article are herewith solici-
ted, as well as an invitation extended to send
in illustrations of completely different

obliterator types then those shown in these pages.

It should also be noted, by the way, that
Swiss less concerning used stamps specfied, us-

til well into the 1920s, that each stamp bed to be obliterated
indívídually. Therefore, "clean" blocks of four exist
only by accident and are largely wishful
thinking, both with postal or with cus-
toms cancellations.

One type of cancellation which quite
easily could be mistaken as a customs
cancellation, but is NOT, concerns the
single or double rings, most , often with,
but sometimes without a manuscrlpt date
*VOILA . Such devices (Fig.17) were used in post offices -- either when their
regular canceller had become disabled, or when a bulky piece's stamps had to
be canceled . each stamp receiving a manuscript date as sell . Good old time
when people end clerks could lovingly and painstakingly do such things!!!

CAN STAMP SOCIETY (SASS
Sales Circuits Manager ; Felix Ganz, Apt. 3303, 1130 S. Michigan Ave ., Chicago Ill. 60605

The Sales Circuits have started. For the members who care to sharetheir duplicates,
here are the basic instructions for suppliers of Sales Material's

	

Materials to be circulated may be submitted in any type of book or envelope which does
not exceed 6½X9 inches. It is advisable not to exceed 24 pages in a sales book for stamps,
nor to fill sales envelopes with more than 30 envelopes, poet cards, etc.

The aforementioned books or envelopes may be submitted if they containphilatelic
materials concerning Switzerland, Liechtenstein, and Campions, or maritime itemsfrom
Lake Constance, etc . Stamps, lettere, official mail, soldiers mail (and seals), cancel-
lations, postal forms, and postal stationery ; al are acceptable.

Each item submitted must be priced individually (unless every single piece in a book or
in an envelope is to be sold at the identical price), and a catalogue number should be
indicated, also . (Scott, Zumstein, Minkus are to be identified .)

The total number of items in each bock or envelope must be indicated on' the front or such
items . Blocks of four, reply cards, pairs and strips, and if priced thus, also sets of
stamps are to be counted as a single item.

Defective items will not be aocepted in circuits (and books contain

	

such items will be
returned to the party submitting them) unless they are CLEARLY marked, "DAMAGED" AND
ACCORDINGLY LOW PRICED . Maximum 15% from the actual sales will be deducted for expenses
and the SASS TREASURY.

	



New Issue News .

SWITZERLAND TO ISSUE COLORFUL SEXTET ON FEBRUARY 15th

Word from the Swiss Postal Administration, in BERN, announces the release of six (6)
new postage stamps to all the postoffices, February 15th.

Three of them will represent the initial set of Switzerland's annual "Special" or
"Publicity" series to commemorate outstanding events of national or international
significance . The other trio are additions to the definitive series first introduced
in 1960 . The new denominations are required to meet postal needs, due to rate changes
for parcel post.

The "Publicity" Set comprises:
15 centime, the parabolic aerial disc of the Earth Satellite Station at Leuk, as

designed by Hans Thoeni, veteran Bernese stamp artist . Located halfway between Sion
and Brig, in the Valais section of southern Switzerland, the Earth Station is being
built as the most modern of telecommunications media . When it is opened later this
year, the Swiss will be able to establish instantaneous contact with all parts of the
world . The disc, which measures about 100 feet in diameter, will be able to transmit
to and receive from signals anywhere on earth, via the INTELSAT satellites, stationed
in outer space.

In addition to private messages, the enormous apparatus also will be able to
provide the citizenry with intercontinental live TV programs, without dependence
upon co-axial cables now being used.

30 centime, a quill pen against a double arrow in the form of a circle, as created
by Eugen and Max Lenz, graphic artists of Zurich, to commemorate the centenary of the
Swiss Association of Commercial Employees . With some 73,000 members, it is the largest
employee organization in Switzerland . It could be called a "Union"', but because the
country's workers take a dramatically different view of Labor Management relations,
the association is more interested in the education of members to attain better
positions, wages and fringe benefits than through work disruptions and strikes . (Since
1937, Switzerland has not been plagued by a strike, WHEN THE LABOR LEADERS, Industry
and Government signed a "Labor Peace" pact . Together, they concluded that the country
could not afford the "luxury of strikes" and that future disputes as might arise
would be amically settled by friendly discussions and sensible arbitration . The
practicality of the decision has been proven time and again over nearly half a century,
as opinion differences resulted in man-hour losses that can be calculated inonly the
hundreds .)

The association uses dues-funds for a variety of educational programs, through which
its members can advance themselves in the commercial area . Most recently, these involve
the training of employees to use and operate electronic ôomputers which are replacing
traditional but outmoded office, business and factory procedures.

40 centime, the INTERPOL emblem designed by Jeers Mauerhofer, another Bernese artist,
and intended to mark the golden jubilee of this International Criminal Police Organization
The world's largest and most efficient police facility, INTERPOL, relies upon the close
cooperation of national law enforcement agencies in the prevention and control of
criminal offenses and the apprehension of culprits, when felonies have been committed.

This trio was made by Courvoisier-Helio, in Switzerland . The multi-colored printing
was done from cylinders engraved with two 50-subject panes with-"A" and "B" identification

The "Architectural Monuments" definitive series was first released on May 10, 1960,
and for the following dozen years, used pictures of famous churches and buildings



designated as national or historical monuments that they would be preserved as examples
of distinctive Swiss architecture over the centuries.

Now that rate changes have been necessitated in the handling of certain types of
mail, the series' new values will show other architectural forms . The three first ones

include details rather than entire buildings characteristic of bygone eras.

The l .30 franc depicts the sign which hangs over the door of the "Zur Sonne" (To

the Sun) inn in Toggenburg, St . Gallen . Originally made by unknown craftsmen, it is a
superb example of hand-wrought ironwork . Most of the hotels, inns, and tavernsthroughout
Switzerland have such signs hanging over their entrances, many of them having been there
for two, three, and even four centuries, as an invitation to travelers to enjoy
outstanding cuisine and unmatched hospitality . They are to be seen in the cities, along
major highways, and in secluded villages.

Most frequently seen are stars, bears, lions, and other heraldic subjects, which
form very popular pictures for the camera fan.

THE 1.70 reproduces the capital of a Romanesque column supporting the interior of
the St . Jean-BAPTISTE Church of Grandson, in the Canton of Vaud . These columns originally
were among Roman ruins in the nearby towns of Eburodonum and Aventicum at the time the
church was built . The particular one on the new stamp shows St . George slaying the
dragon, a subject widely used from Phoenicia to Britain, since the earliest days of
Christianity.

The 1 .80 franc shows one of the many water spouts along the roof of the famous
Bern Cathedral . Such gutters are common decorative items that discharge rain water and
melted snows from ancient buildings . On the antique temples they were normally stonelions
heads, while in medieval times they were changed to animal demons and fabulous creatures.
They were intended to remind viewers to lead exemplary lives and the terrors they would
encounter, if damned at the Last Judgement . The gargoyle on the stamp was made in the
workshop of the distinguished coppersmith, Rudolph Spruengli, in the 17th century and
represents the head of a grotesque dragon's head, in chased copper work.

All three of these was designed by Hans Hartmann, of Koeniz, Canton of Bern, and
engraved by Albert Yersin, of Vaud . They were printed from intaglio cylindersby the

Swiss Postal Administration's own Stamp Printing Plant . Each surface is composed of four

50-subject panes identified by plate numbers, 1 . 2 . 3 . and 4.

All the six stamps are printed on white paper impregnated with tiny violet fibres
and lightly coated with a luminescent chemical so envelopes franked with them can be
faced and sorted by automated, electronic machines, used in Swiss postoffices forthe

more efficient, speedier handling of mail.

The stamps will be valid beginning February 15th, for an unlimited period of time.
The three special ones will be available only as long as the original stocks last, but

not later that Sept . 30th, 1973 . The three new definitives will continue on sale as

long as such values are required for use on regular mail.

As usual, the Swiss Postal Administration will provide special envelopes with an

officially engraved cachet design, which can be used for first-day covers . There will be

a distinctive one for each value of the Publicity set, a single one for the definitives.

They cost 30 centimes apiece and already are on sale at the Philatelic Service Office,

PTT, Parkterrasse 10, CH-3000 Bern .
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